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Introduction and Background: Impact events con-
trol the distribution of materials on planetary surfaces.
Early-time processes, during which the projectile is still
coupling its energy and momentum to the target, affect
the emplacement of distal ejecta and play a greater role
at larger planetary scales. These effects are especially
apparent in oblique impacts, which often display early-
stage asymmetries in the ejecta deposits. The early-time
ejecta velocity distribution for oblique impacts has not
been studied in detail for granular materials. Here we ex-
amine the time-resolved ejecta dynamics for oblique hy-
pervelocity impacts through a novel imaging technique.

Background: Ejection velocities during main-stage
excavation flow, when most material is ejected, have
been well studied for vertical impacts in granular ma-
terials through dimensional analysis [1], numerical sim-
ulations [2], and experimental approaches [3, 4, 5, 6, 7,
8]. Such studies accommodate the predicted main-stage
trend fairly well, consistent with the “late-stage equiva-
lence” assumption for crater growth [9], where the details
of the impact, i.e., the energy and momentum transfer of
the projectile to the target, can be replaced by a singular
point in time and space (e.g., [10, 11, 1]). While the pro-
jectile is still transferring its energy and momentum to
the target at early times, however, the single power-law
relationship does not hold [8]. Asymmetries in the ini-
tial shock from oblique impacts are manifested through
azimuthally dependent velocities and ejection angles in
the ejecta flow-field, persisting well into crater growth.
The transition in flow regimes for oblique impacts ex-
tends well after that for a comparable vertical impact
[7, 14, 15]. Previous studies have examined oblique
ejecta distributions from the ballistic deposition of mate-
rial on the surface (e.g., [16]), but little experimental data
exists for the ejecta velocity distribution from oblique
impacts early in the cratering process due to the diffi-
culty of in-flight measurement of the three-dimensional
nature of the flow field.

Experimental Methodology: In order to address and
constrain the effects of oblique impact conditions on
the early-time ejecta distribution, a suite of impact ex-
periments into #20-30 sand (nominal grain diameter of
∼ 400µm) was carried out at the NASA Ames Vertical
Gun Range (AVGR). The strategy involved: varying im-
pact angle (30◦, 45◦, 60◦, 90◦), speed (from ∼1km/s to
5.5km/s), projectile size (3.175mm to 12.7mm), and pro-

jectile density (factor of ∼ 10). For this study, a tech-
nique based on high-speed 3-Component Particle Imag-
ing Velocimetry (3C-PIV) was developed to measure the
ejection velocity of the ejecta curtain in the experiments.
Particle imaging velocimetry is a non-intrusive imaging
technique capable of determining the velocity of in-flight
ejecta over all azimuths. The 3C-PIV system utilizes a
pulsed laser light sheet projected parallel to the impact
surface to illuminate horizontal slices of the ejecta cur-
tain (see Fig.1), which are then recorded by cameras.
Cross-correlation between successive frames and cam-
eras allows determination of displacement, and thus the
three-component velocity, of the ejecta curtain. Pioneer-
ing PIV efforts [7, 14, 15] characterized the main-stage
ejecta velocity distributions for a range of impacts into
sand, and have demonstrated that asymmetries in ve-
locity and ejection angle persist well into the far-field
for oblique impacts. These studies focused on a sin-
gle discrete pair of stereo images per impact experi-
ment (i.e. one velocity vs. time “data point” per ex-
periment); thus multiple identical experiments were re-
quired to collect sufficient velocity data for a specific
impact condition. Extension of the PIV system to the
high-speed technique necessary for studying the early-
time dynamics requires fundamental changes to over-
come new technical barriers. The new system devel-
oped at the AVGR for this application is called “High-
Speed Over-Resolved 3-Component PIV,” and uses mul-
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Figure 1: 3-C PIV Data Set. Multiple stereo pairs of imaged
cross-sectional “slices” of the ejecta curtain (left) are cross cor-
related to find the displacements of individual particles. When
coupled with the time between successive image pairs and the
geometry of the cameras, the instantaneous three-component
velocity of the ejecta can be measured. Images (inverted) are
of a∼1km/s 6.35mm Al projectile at 30◦ into sand. Vector plot
(left) of post-processed data in the laser plane shows enhanced
velocities in the downrange direction. Arrow indicates impact
direction.
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tiple high-speed cameras to image the same area (in this
case, at 10,000 to 12,000 frames per second, or fps) from
multiple viewpoints. A new software package performs
cross-correlation between each set of cameras, thereby
yielding an over-resolved system of displacement vec-
tors for each interrogation area. The time-resolved na-
ture of the data set allows investigation of the ejecta flow
field in a regime much earlier than prior experimental or
dimensional analysis.

Results and Analysis: In order to examine the ejecta
dynamics for oblique impacts, we divide the expanding
ejecta curtain into three components: uprange, down-
range, and lateral to the direction of impact. The prelim-
inary results of a 30◦ hypervelocity impact of a 6.35mm
pyrex projectile into #20-30 sand are presented here.
Ejection angles (Fig. 2) are asymmetric throughout the
measurement of crater growth, and are not constant with
time. The downrange component of ejecta initially has
the lowest ejection angle. Further analysis of the PIV
data will allow measurement of this component earlier in
crater growth, where it qualitatively exhibits even lower
initial ejection angles. Early-time uprange ejecta is very
sparse; once the curtain fully closes, the uprange compo-
nent exhibits a higher angle of ejection than the lateral
or downrange regions. Velocities are similarly affected
by the obliquity of impact. The downrange component
demonstrates a clear velocity bias throughout much of
crater evolution. Uprange ejecta arrives later than either
downrange or lateral components, and is much slower
when it does come into the laser plane. All three compo-
nents approach the same velocity trend towards the end
of crater growth, as seen by [7].

Conclusions and Implications: The new 3-C PIV
technique developed allows investigation of the early-
stage ejecta velocity distribution with a high degree of
temporal resolution. In the downrange direction, an en-
hancement of high speed material early in the process is
measured (e.g. [17, 18]), driven by the momentum of the
projectile. In the uprange azimuth, incomplete coupling
at early times forms the “zone of avoidance.” The convo-
lution of the decreasing ejection velocities and coupling
time leads to the appearance of “curved” rays in the up-
range direction [19]. Further study of the effect of differ-
ent impact variables will constrain the early-time com-
ponent and ultimately allow scaling to planetary events.
With increasing crater size, early-time processes encom-
pass a greater percentage of crater growth [12]. Under-
standing the evolution of the ejecta distribution is essen-
tial for interpretation of impact mission results (such as

the Deep Impact mission) and the cratering record on
planetary bodies.
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Figure 2: Ejection Angle Vs. Time Time after impact is
scaled to the time of crater formation. Data is for a 30◦ im-
pact of a 6.35mm pyrex projectile into sand at ∼ 5.3km/s. Az-
imuth directions are with respect to the impact trajectory, and
are binned in 15◦ increments.
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